RESULTATS DE L'APPEL A PROJETS 2020

INCITATIF
Formation- INCITATIF
Disséminat Valorisation
ion

INCITATIF Recherche

INNOVANT Recherche

Acronym

WP ou
Activités

Titre

Porteur

ELLIOT

WP4

Economic modelling of the international wood trade for an
assessment of its economic and environmental impact: a
newapproach focused on Asia.

CAURLA Sylvain

INTERPLAY

WP2

Resilience to drought of mixed-species ecosystems resulting from
the interplay between plant hydraulics and species interactions

CUNTZ Matthias

ModPhenWood

WP2

PEPS

WP1

QuaPla

WP2

Variation of wood properties and structure from innovative
plantations in Lorraine: wood quality and its biomechanical
implications

DLOUHA Jana

SIAMOIS

WP2

Smart and innovative monitoring of airborne fungal invaders by
molecular methods

MARCAIS Benoît

DEP-HETRE

WP2

Study of the beech decline in the Northeastern of France

MASSONNET Catherine

GmOX

WP1

Mesophyll conductance response to oxidative stress

GANDIN Anthony

InFor

WP4

Impact of Information about climate change in Forest

BRUNETTE Marielle

MycorPKS

WP1

Isolation, identification, structural and functional characterization of
new polyketides produced by the mycorrhizal fungus Oidiodendron MARTINO Elena
maius.

NECROROOT

WP1

Deciphering molecular interactions between tree and
microorganisms: characterization of an unusual necrotic activity of a AIGLE Bertrand
Streptomyces strain on poplar roots

RSA Plasticity

WP1

TRAPÈZE

WP2

WoodNF

Ecophysiological modelling of the phenology of wood formation in
temperate and boreal forest trees
Defense Peptides from trees of the Salicaceae family

RATHGEBER Cyrille
PETRE Benjamin

Effect of localised water or mechanical constraints on root system
architecture
Effect of intra-population functional diversity on the population
resilience to drought

BOGEAT-TRIBOULOT MarieBéatrice

WP3

Exploded wood-based nanofibers for electrospinning technology

BROSSE Nicolas

WOODSTIC

WP3

Valorization of powders or solid wood by the development of
inovative and environmentally friendly treatments by chemical
modification : design of thermoplastics based on wood

OBOUNOU AKONG Firmin

DIAGNOTRUF

WP1

Development of an easy-to-use and one-minute DIAGNOsis tool to
detect the emblematic black TRUFfle

VENEAULT-FOURREY Claire

REGEFOR 2020

WP2/WP4 Forêts en crise, relevons le défi !

Tous Chercheurs

Transversal

PONTON Stéphane

LEGAY Myriam
DREYER Erwin

Tous Chercheurs en Lorraine, des laboratoires de recherche ouverts
FREY-KLETT Pascale
à tous

